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Motivating questions
• How should GSAs define and avoid significant and
unreasonable adverse impact on beneficial uses and users of
interconnected surface water?
• What broader legal and institutional context should
influence these determinations, and how?

Conclusions: practical implications
• Technical knowledge: GSAs must strive to understand how
groundwater management affects surface water and its uses.
• Legal knowledge: GSAs will need to consider how groundwater
rights, surface water rights, environmental laws and regulations, and
other relevant legal principles interact.
• Decision-making under uncertainty: GSAs must decide what is
significant and unreasonable, and these local decisions will intersect
with other laws.
• Planning responsibility under risk: GSAs will need to develop
management plans and make decisions despite substantial legal and
technical uncertainties
• Managing risk: Collaboration is important, knowledge a crucial driver
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Figure 2: Systems of groundwater and surface water rights and regulation

It’s not just about SGMA
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General Institutional Roles
GSAs - Planning and implementation
DWR - Assistance and oversight
SWRCB – Enforcement
Stakeholders and other agencies
– Engagement and specific responsibilities

Example – Instream Flow Requirements
CDFW – Develop instream flow requirements (ISF)
Federal wildlife agencies – inform ISF
SWRCB – Set and enforce ISF
GSA – Consider how GSP will meet ISF
DWR – Consider public trust implications of GSP
NGOs – Engage in process

Approach 1: A risk perspective
•Every GSA should weigh a range of interests
in its decisions
•GW-SW interactions may be an area in which
discretion is apparent
•Straw man: a one-generation plan

Approach 2: Deliberation and collaboration
1) Assume legitimacy of stakeholder interests
and access -> decreased legal risk
• but… risk of near-term decision failure, resource
intensive

2) Conservative assumptions about SGMA and
other laws -> decreased risk of intervention
• but… may be challenging to navigate

Approach 2: Deliberation and collaboration
3) Robust monitoring and modeling ->
defensible GSP and avoided surprises,

• but… resource intensive, possible technical
limitations,

4) Work collaboratively with stakeholders and
regulators -> defensible GSP, avoided
surprises, win-win potential
• but… high upfront costs, risk of decision failure

Knowledge is central: tools and methods
Groundwater level monitoring near streams
Stream flow gaging and hydrograph analysis
Seepage meters
Water balance
Analytical modeling: stream-depletion function
Numerical modeling: integrated groundwater-surface water modeling
Monitoring of physical and geochemical properties
Mapping GDEs, streams, and seasonally dry streambeds

For GSAs, decisions on tools will be a balance
between cost and risk tempered by local
conditions
No generic recipe exists
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Abstract: In many areas of the world, groundwater resources are increasingly stressed,
and unsustainable use has become common. Where existing mechanisms for governing groundwater
are ineffective or nonexistent, new ones need to be developed. Local level groundwater governance
provides an intriguing alternative to top-down models, with the promise of enabling management to
better match the diversity of physical and social conditions in groundwater basins. One such example
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